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A Philosophical Retrospect.“Thou shalt not steal,” was the pronouncement of , 
the propertied class, who imposed themselves upon 
the rest of society as a ruling class, and religion 
took up the cry against stealing, which was placed 
in the category of divine proscription.

But hunger and love are not suppressed by man- i y/ITHIN the capitalistic system the inequalities right and wrong of certain social phenomena, which 
made morals. Those who glory in the fact that yy are 0f so glaring a character that even the have their origin in the class ownership of the ma- 
monogamy is the only sexual association sanction- verjest dubb can observe them. Dull as are many chinery of production, 
ed by tke state surely shut their eyes to conditions W0rker8) this glaring inequitableness is being 
that exist beneath the surface. The favorite charge

Social production on the one hand, and private 
brought to his notice more plainly as the system de- ownership by a small and ever diminishing few, of 

hurled at socialism is that of immorality yet if yelops. But while it is easy to say “it isn’t fair ; it’s die things produced, on the other, are bound to
the mask of monogamy as it exists today is torn n(d right or just,” it takes a little study and mental lead to a state of affaire whereby our moral impluses
aside, we see among the rich, unrestrained adul- exertion 0n the worker’s part to know that he is are outraged,
tery, and among the working-class the distinctly the one wbo helps produce the surplus wealth,
capitalistic contribution to human progress—pros- evidences of which we see on every hand, 
titution controlled by the trust or syndicate. Be- 

Socialists would sanction and make possible

When the state, which is controlled by the owners
of the wealth of society, acts in such a manner a§ to 

Due to the works of Marx and Engels on the one imprison individuals because of their activities
hand, and men like Dietzgen, Labriola and Lafai- am0ng those of their class, such actions' are to be

voluntary sexual association, where capitalism gue on the other, we are able to call Socialism a fully expected. We can hardly expect them to be
er^ a barrier against it in the form of economic science stow bouquets upon those who are detrimental to
considerations, Socialism is branded as immoral. Marx in his works on Capitalist production, laid tbeir interests. If the powers that be think that by 
Socialists know^that the marriage institution under bare the honey-pot from which the parasitic drone eliminating an indvidual here and there, they can 
capitalism is merely a property relationship—

cause

a of society sucks his honey.By pointing out how sur- stop the surgin*g tide of discontent they do but ex
means of acquiring more wealth and of bequeathing p!us values are extracted from the workers, he laid press their bourgeois ideology, which still lauds the 
it to the children of the possessor—who thereby ac- bare the secret of capitalist “accumulation,” and individual and individual enterprise. By virtue of 
quire the privileges and power that go with wealth. «thrift» For such a breach of etiquette Marx tMs hero-worship, its opposite expression is bound 
The essence of all morality is proscription, but the wag ostracized, and was on the verge of starvation to be given venti and the individual is blamed for all 
motive that inspires it is not always the same. Un
der primitive communism, sexual relations could 
not take place between the members of the same
gens, which was composed of blood relations. The tains the key to> the socialist’s method of explain- 
proscription was undoubtedly founded on the re- ing social phenomena and the ideas that permeate 
cognition that inbreeding lowered the vitality of any gjven stage in the development of society, 
the new generation, and as strength was indispens- Tbe prop0sition set forth therein is: “That in 
able in primitive society, the limitation was really every historical epoch, the prevailing mode of econ- 
beneficial to the group.

It is more than likely that the early morality or

more than once. the ills of society.
The joint production of Marx and Engels, i.e. 

“The Communist Manifesto,” written in 1848, con-
( To be concluded in'next issue).

ORIGINALITY.

Frequently the writer has the painful experience 
of meeting superficial ’’thinkers” who deem it their 

omic production and exchange, and the social or- bounden duty to question the originality of some 
ganization necessarily following from it, form the artie'es appearing in the “Western Clarion.” 

code of conduct of primitive society will in a great basjs from which is built up and from which alone These carping critics usually have anything but a 
be restored when private ownership has can be explainc<i the political and intellectual his- profound knowledge of the subjects on which they 

given way to social ownership. Then once again ^Qry ^be epoch.” are wont t° dilate, yet they assure us that the arti-
will the needs of each member be the interests of the Thig .g the lense through which the socialist views

measure

cles are plagiarisms, evidently forgetting the an
cient dictum “There is nothing new under the sun.”whole, for no group wiU be economically more im

portant than another. The social tools which pri
vate greed and quest for gain have brought to per
fection call for co-operative effort and mutual de
pendence. The wealth of the whole, being pro
duced and controlled by the whole, shall benefit the 
whole. Economic influences will no longer play a 
part in the individual’s sexual relations- Tlfe 
morality of the future will again be based on the 
welfare of the whole.

past and present social phenomena, and as long as 
we adhere to it, we need have very little fear of be- 

At the same time, in order for us
Although the subjects are admittedly not new, 

their mode of treatment not infrequenetly gives the 
reader a more or less original presentation which 
usually proves most helpful to further study.

View-points are important factors ; the authors of 
these much criticised articles supply us with most

ing led astray, 
to use it correctly, we have to analyze the methods 
of production and exchange of the essentials for

jy-

liuman existence.
No more do we look upon the great man as the 

Moses to lead us out of the land of Egypt. Herein acceptable perspectives.
Moreover, they are not generally written with anwe differ from our bourgeois metaphysicians, who

always looking for the Man, witness the attempts exhaustive intent ; they customarily take the form 
of the American bourgeoisie in their efforts to elect of “digests,” leaving the reader to amplify and ver-

T ■* t"l 1 T 1 Qt" as president “Hoover, the man who knows how.” ify the author’s arguments,
i^l ICiatUlA ±1 1V.V 1^10 V 0ur method of dealing with the history of raan-

A. C.
are
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